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Applications
after planing machines, multi-blade saws, cross-cut saws, 
multiple cross-cut saws, band saws, double end saws, grinding machines ... 
in short: whereever a high number of cycles with variable stacking patterns 
(bundles, upright, horizontal, single) must be stacked.
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Use
For stacking workpieces in layers that can be 

conveyed individually crosswise or longitudinally. 

The loading and package heights are variable due to 

the paternoster. 

Advantages
Very short changing times

Workpieces can be picked-up on working height or any user-
defined height

No pit or lifting table necessary (fast package changing)

Due to the modular construction there are no limits of length of 
the working pieces

STACKER

GRIPPER
Use
The flexible, patented slat laying system for all 

X-Stacker variations and other stacking 

applications. Intermediate slats, stabilizing strips 

or cardboard strips can be laid according to 

individual patterns without set-up times.

Advantages
no magazines but individually movable grippers 

insensitive to slat irregularities

freely programmable slat positions 

exact, recallable positions thanks to servo technology

simple changes of slat dimensions 

freely selectable number of slats with 2-3 gripper 
strokes per layer

central magazine outside the stacking safety area 
for easy filling

any time filling without stop and without platform 
from ground level

Use
It is the posibility to form, strap and stack workpieces 
to small bundles in one cycle online that makes the FLEX-Stacker outstanding. 
Due to the modular design of the Sicko X-Line products the X-Stacker or 
the X-Gripper can be upgraded to the high performace mechanisation FLEX-Stacker . 
A retrofitting of the bundling extension is also possible.

Technical data

Dimensions of workpieces:
length: 800 - 30000  mm
width: 40 - 300 mm
thickness: 10 - 200 mm

Capacity  40  parts/min
or  5  layers/min

Technical Data 

Dimensions of workpieces:
length: 800 - 6000  mm
width: 40 - 300 mm
thickness: 10 -  200 mm

Capacity  60 parts/min online
or  5  layers/min

  180  latths/min with bundling
or  14  bundle/min

Technical Data 

slat dimensions:
length: 800 -  1200 mm
width: 20 - 60 mm
tickness: 3 -  30 mm

capacity up to 4 layers slat laying/min

Options

layer offset
airgap

X-Stacker movable on shuttle 

X-Stacker switchable part alignment

Single mode
Workpieces are separated
Chain conveyor with rubber padding transports the 
workpieces to the stacking station
The gradient of approx. 17° permits a package height of 
max. 1300 mm without timing restriction by a paternoster
Stacking with slat laying

Bundle mode
Workpieces are separated to the desired bundle width 
Workpieces are stacked to the desired bundle height by 
means of servo paddles
Cam conveyor cycles the bundles to the strapping station  
The gradient of approx. 25° supports the stability of the 
bundles during transport.
4-sided alignment of the bundles
Strapping of the bundles
Stacking with slat laying

Advantages

universal application

automatic set-up of all axes

no superstructure, easy access 

low place requirement

no platforms or substructure necessary, 

operation from ground level

The change between single and bundle mode is made  
fully automatic at the push of a button.

STACKERFLE
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